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 ubuntu base lessee but you can have the bootloader on your USB and from there you can install anything else it's all just pieces
im not sure i'm understanding this I'm trying to simplify it for you your PC has BIOS that is where the bootloader is at it loads

the first piece of software that starts, so that other pieces can get loaded so why would I want to change the bootloader to a USB
just to check if it works, firstly but if it does, you'd want to install it to your hard drive to actually be able to boot a bootloader is
what loads the kernel then I just plug in a usb stick, is that correct? if you have a USB bootable with the Ubuntu ISOs on it you'd
double click the icon that the stick comes with and you'd choose 'install' or choose 'try' 'try' is live and it's meant to be run from
the stick you could install from the stick if you want to, but that's overkill for learning alright hi, im trying to install java-jre and
it says i need libfontconfig1. cant find that also on 15.04 Giwrgaras: sudo apt-get update && sudo apt-get install libfontconfig1
should be in all releases it's not deprecated in 15.04, though greetings #ubuntu, I have a python question. I have an app that I am

trying to get to run at startup However, after updating to the latest version of ubuntu, my startup script no longer works and I
can't seem to figure out why 82157476af
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